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Session II, April 2014 

 

Brief discussion of offering of items from India:  Tibetan meditation bell, bronze Goddess of 

Wisdom from the Hindu tradition and other sacred items that inform our journey and relate to 

the wisdom tradition from the Far East.  These are Hindu and Buddhist revelations of that form 

of revelation.  One of the most beautiful is the Goddess of Wisdom, the East’s image of Sophia.    

Hinduism is more prevalent in India, the two traditions overlap in Nepal, and Buddhism of 

various streams inform culture in Tibet and throughout Southeast Asia.  Most of these objects 

have a blending and come from Nepal.   Both traditions have numerous streams and 

manifestations.   

Friday Evening Meditation: 

Evening Chant: “Oh, the Mercy”  Ha rachaman (Hebrew) 

Love, not reason, is reckless. 

Reason seeks out a profit, but Love comes on strong, consuming herself, unabashedly. 

Yet in the midst of suffering, Love proceeds straight-forward and hard-surfaced like a millstone. 

Having died to self-interest, Love risks everything, and asks for nothing. 

Love gambles away every gift God has ever bestowed.     

Rumi, Mathnawi, VI, 1967-1970 

 

In order to understand, we must put things in context.  We need to go back to Christianity and 

approach it as a “wisdom tradition” that is rooted 5000-6000 years ago instead of as a religious 

tradition that is 2000 year old.  

To help us, we might consider a “Mandala of Contemplative Wisdom” (below) and the imagery 

suggests. 

The first frame is that of Sophia Perennis – Lady Wisdom.  That deep insight has been given the 

Earth thousands of years ago and revolves around four basic questions: 

1.  Who am I really? 

2. What are my origins, where have I come from? 

3. Why am I here? 

4. Where is this taking us? 

 

These questions have been here indefinitely.  Each sacred tradition has attempted to answer 

these questions for the peoples of that geographical area. 



 



For us, the path of ancient Jewish wisdom is foundational.  When you come 5000 years on this 

most difficult of paths, one realizes that this is the essence, a distillation of this wisdom bringing 

us to the Messianic vision of Jesus and James.  This understanding deepens our understanding 

of the tradition and the core of what Jesus saw and how it was interpreted.  What Jesus saw 

was Jewish-Christianity, Wisdom Christianity compared to the dogmatic form that we have 

grown up within.  

In the third square, at the axis, there is Yeshua/Jesus and his younger brother, Ya’akov/James.  

The axis of their teaching is very visionary because of the way Jewish understanding of reality 

had begun to unfold.  This way of understanding takes us to a future which takes us to the heart 

of the seeing of Jesus. The question is, “where is this taking us?”  But until you understand the 

answer to Question 2 you cannot answer Question 4.  Until you understand your origins, you 

cannot grasp where you are going.   

The circle in the center represents the Abrahamic ideal of Oneness, the Unity of all things 

instead of dualism and “twin-ness”.  This is at the heart of the wisdom of Jesus.  In order to 

grasp Oneness, we have to live in that particular spot within ourselves that is both deeper than 

and higher than our rational mind.  This kardial awareness is at the heart of the teaching of 

Jesus and central to this Unity.  When we reach kardial consciousness we are reaching an 

understanding of the merging of the upward/ascending and a downward/descending triangles 

– representative of human and the Divine, of Heaven and earth, of those being combined in a 

single heart, being held at the center of reality.  The heart holds the biaxial and tri-axial modes 

of the Universe.  History is not just time-space but it also incorporates the transcendent and the 

immanent that are at the heart of this combined awareness. 

Within this circle, the Abrahamic faiths -- Christianity, Islam and Judaism -- meet.  If you think of 

these three faiths, you have an idea of what this vision is like, what is produces within us.   

Judaism’s “star” generates light while the crescent moon of Islam reflects light.  These images 

are at the center, at the heart of the Wisdom tradition.  As unified beings, we both reflect 

Divine Light as well as manifest that Light.  We combine the two axes in time-space where the 

human and the Divine meet at the space of the heart.  As we move through the weekend, we 

will need to keep this “map” in mind, we will repeatedly return to it. 

Within this context, Yeshua emphasized the visionary perspective while Ya’akov conveyed the 

practical path.  Jewish Christianity suggests that Yeshua evolved throughout his life, while the 

Western stream believes that Jesus was “perfect” from birth, he was sinless and did not evolve.  

This is a major difference between Alpha and Beta Christianity.  Scholar Bart Ehrman suggests 

the same in some of his writings.   



What influence did Jesus have on Islam?  Within Islam, there is a distillation of Jesus and his 

teachings that we have missed.  If we do not have each piece we are missing part of ourselves. 

We tend to cut off evolvement of religions at a particular age. Judaism is cut off at the birth of 

Jesus, Christianity at the Enlightenment.  There is much to do with these Wisdom streams as we 

move into the modern world.  The archetypal system of Jung points to this and helps us explore 

the wisdom tradition in a new way. 

We do not want to discount the process; we want to honor every single step.  We want to let 

Wisdom come to us from every direction.   

This weekend is to go back and say, “What was it that early Jewish Christianity created that will 

change how we think about ourselves in the current time?” 

Even today within each of the Abrahamic faiths, something important can be offered to enlarge 

and inform our understanding of this stream of Perennial Wisdom.  Both Christianity and Islam 

have continued to evolve.  We are at a point in Christianity where we must allow Wisdom to 

come to us from other directions, other than the Western Orthodox stream.  In doing this, we 

will change the way we think about ourselves and the way we move forward.   

It is important to remember how we got here.  Between 500BC and the time of Jesus, Judaism 

went through a massive change in understanding of God and humanity’s relationship to the 

Source.  Up until that time, most of the Bible (Old Testament) was written from a warrior mind- 

set, purporting a conventional world view which framed Jewish religious understanding. Tribal 

peoples projected on God what they saw in the world around them.   

Then, around 500 BC, across traditions, religions (regardless of stream) began to see God as 

transcendent and immanent.  It was clear that we could no longer define God by our rules but 

God must define Itself.  In the Abrahamic tradition, this “enlightenment theme” was conveyed 

through the voices of the Hebrew prophets.  This was a reversal of the Hebrews understanding 

of what God desired.  The prophets overturned the prior way of thinking, gutting the sacrificial 

system as that which God demanded for righteousness.  Micah 6:9 called the Hebrew people 

(and us) to “love justice, practice mercy walk humbly with God”.  God’s desire is simple and 

compassionate.  This is all that is required.  This became the distillation of the prophetic voice.  

The prophets called the Hebrew people to this new way of understanding.  The Letter of James 

carries forward this wisdom into the first century, the teaching bubbles up to the surface 

repeatedly throughout the text.  This text is a post-conventional enlightenment text. 

Over time, this evolves into Wisdom practice.  Many early Jewish-Christian texts give guidance 

as to “how one walks in the world” (number three on the mandala).    In essence, The Letter of 



James teaches us how to walk through the world (horizontal plane).  This practical wisdom 

(Halakah) teaches one to walk through life in a way consistent with this enlightenment wisdom.  

Texts such as Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Songs of Solomon and Job represent this in the Old 

Testament.  What do you do with the world?  How do you handle the world? 

The final shift was the development of mystical tradition, which suggested that suffering is part 

of the horizontal reality.    

Jewish mysticism gained momentum after Alexander the Great came roaring through Palestine, 

destroying the Jewish culture and thereby over-turning the “conventional view”.  The 

conventional view had been if you practiced religion perfectly, then there would be no 

suffering.  And yet, it became clear that “perfect practice” did not preclude suffering.  The 

Jewish world began to realize that one needed to approach God differently, from an internal 

place instead of the external. 

This was the beginning of Ascent and Descent mysticism.  This was the initial journey into what 

was to become the Kabballah.  The journey that a human can make to the throne of God  

(merkavah) and the descending of God to the human was a mystical experience that could be 

experience by every individual.  That one could find union, direct access to God, allows a deep 

relationship with the Divine. One did not need a priest for access.  No longer was God “way 

away” but God was interior and immanent.   This awareness informs the wisdom of Jesus – he 

speaks out of the prophetic voice (a different way of seeing), out of wisdom practice (the 

instruction on “how do you live on the earth?”) and out of the wisdom of the heart (how do you 

relate to the Divine?).   

Because the text of the Hebrew Bible is conventional in its view, it swamps the prophetic voice 

that is mostly lost to modern day Christianity, Judaism and Islam.    Even at the time of Jesus 

there were many Jewish “bibles”, some texts were considered orthodox, and others were not.  

There was much discussion and disagreement over these issues. 

Even in Judaism, institutionalization led to the loss of the merkavah tradition.  This tradition 

evolved as it came through the centuries until modern times.  Historically there were two forms 

of Jewish mystical tradition.  One is an Alexandrian form, centered in Egypt, based on the 

thinking and writings of Philo of Alexandria (c 50AD) who wrote many texts for Greek speaking 

Jews.  These helped inform later Christian theology becoming the foundation for later Nicene 

creedal concepts.  His influence spread throughout the Mediterranean basin into Greece.  Paul 

likely did not study with him but was familiar with and influenced by his writings. 

The form we know less about is the Syro-Palestinian stream which went East.  Many believe this 

tradition influenced Islam.   Ever since the Jews were exiled to Babylon (Iran) the word “raz” has 



been used.  Jesus uses the term “raz” (Persian) for “mysteries” in his teaching, things that you 

otherwise would not know.  This stream is absent from Western Christianity.   

The Jews in this stream were interested in the secrets of sexual practice, otherwise known as 

“tantric Judaism”.   This is so different than anything that we have talked about or known 

about.  Jews were interested in the various forms of sexual practices as it related to mystical 

practice.  There were actually texts written on this topic.   This might be considered “gnostic” 

but not Gnostic although there is a case to be made that early gnosticsm began in Judaism. 

The second secret is that of the creation of Creation.  It is about how creation unfolded, God 

unfolding  Itself into the Universe.  This is called the Tree of Life, the “Sepherot” of God. 

Jesus hints at this when he alludes to being in “the bridal chamber with God”. He is clearly 

pointing to intimacy with the Divine in an intimate, passionate and self-giving way.   In the 

Gospel of Philip, this is emphasized throughout the text.  In Thomas, the allusion to “five trees 

in paradise” alludes to the sephirot and the middle level is “Beauty”.  Here you will know your 

eternal self.   

The third secret is that of God Creating – the bereshit, God enfolded into being.  If one looks at 

the sephirot, God created numerous levels, with earth the last of all creation  at the 

foundation/bottom of the “tree of life”.  Creation works the way it does because of the way 

God unfolds into the Universe.   Jewish mystical tradition explains why nature is like it is due to 

this unfolding. 

The fourth secret is how to “travel to the throne of God” – Merkavah.  The imagery of angels 

ascending and descending in the Scriptures is an allusion to this (Genesis 28:12, John 1:51).  The 

allusion is that God, Beauty, sits in the middle of creation and one can ascend into the beauty of 

God.  One is able to re-join one’s Origin.  You can touch God, you do not need to stay alone in 

your own being but can become unified with the Source of All. 

The final secret that Jesus knew is that of cosmology (how is the cosmos going to unfold) and 

sacred anthropology.  In essence how do humans and God relate to each other, in essence, 

“where is the Divine taking humanity into the future?”.   In Genesis 18, three angels visit 

Abraham and Sara, traditionally these are “angels” manifesting God as Father (Source), as 

Mother (Sophia) and as the Angelic Son, the Logos.  (Jesus is the manifestation of the Angel 

Gabriel).  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holy_Trinity_Icon 

God is coming to us, God is calling us to the table.   

These were secrets, not available to everyone, but only to a few, only to those who “had ears to 

hear”.  “To those who are ready I will tell mysteries…”  But this gnostic understanding  was 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holy_Trinity_Icon


present in Jesus’ world.  This is a form of God that we often do not recognize, Creation “carries” 

God into the material world.  God is eternal masculine, eternal feminine AND manifesting in 

human form.  http://iconreader.wordpress.com/2011/02/20/icon-of-the-holy-trinity/ 

Jesus was not an uneducated peasant.  He was prophetic, sapiential and mystical.  This stream 

was foundational in the Jewish-Christian form (Alpha) but quickly fell out of favor with the 

Gentile stream of Christianity.  Gentile Christianity did not adopt this because of the influence 

of Philo of Alexandria’s thought which focused on the rationale.   Paul, although a Pharisee, 

came from the western (Greek/Tarsus) diaspora community of Judaism and likely was not 

trained in this stream.  His teachings are more consistent with the philosophy of Philo, based on 

the Greek form.  Although we are trying to reconstruct the history, we have to rebuild our map 

and begin to consider the new scholarly materials to understand the foundational concepts and 

Christianity’s origins.  Paul is the voice of Beta Christianity and saw things in a Gentile way.  One 

might make the case that Western stream has not inner orientation, but this would not be true.  

In Ephesians, for example, Paul does move in this direction but with a different orientation than 

other early Christian streams. 

The situation from the first century to the present has been dynamic, evolving,  and not static.  

We can choose not to be stuck in “the old theological construct”.   We can develop a different 

view of Jesus, his teachings and his revelation of “Truth”. 

It may be helpful for us to understand Jesus as evolving through his life, not just “slip slap” at 

his baptism or from birth.  Jewish Christianity suggests he evolved and unfolded.  Pauline 

Christianity does not.  “I am the Way, the Truth, and the Life” in fact suggests that the process is 

evolutionary.  The 40 days in the desert after his baptism also suggest it was evolutionary. 

To make forward progress we need the mystical path of Jesus and the practical guidance of 

James.  Both are like two feet, you need both to make progress. 

Why is there theodicy (suffering)?  The fundamental insight of early wisdom tradition is that 

suffering is inevitable.  The question of course is why?  This is central to two traditions and a 

focus of both Buddhism and Judaism.   Since it appears clear that humans are made for joy and 

happiness,  why would there be suffering in the world? 

This perplexing question is challenging.  The answers from the two traditions are different 

although not necessarily unrelated.  In Buddhism it is thought we live in a dualistic world, things 

are split into opposites and we have to live within this construct – the world is chaotic, nothing 

stays the same, things are falling apart, things are not permanent; nothing is stable.  In 

Buddhism we need to change our consciousness and the way we think about the world.  

http://iconreader.wordpress.com/2011/02/20/icon-of-the-holy-trinity/


 In Judaism (and the Abrahamic faiths) there are some very interesting answers.  Here, the 

answer is “if you are on the planet, you came here deliberately to experience suffering either 

voluntarily or you were involuntarily sent to experience suffering.”  You do not have a choice.  

You go “whoa”…why would the Divine make that happen?  The answer in the Jewish world is 

that this is not inevitable and without purpose.  Suffering is productive; it has a potential 

positive effect, in that it will change your soul.   Judaism suggests it is deliberate, it is 

productive, it is alchemical, and this is the ONLY way you can become a unified being.   In Islam, 

there is a belief that it WAS voluntary, that one put up his/her hand in eternity and said “I will 

do it”.  It was a mutual decision between the soul and God, and the soul will be guided with 

God’s help through this.   

Socrates, Plato as well as James imply this same concept.  If life appears difficult, it is because it 

is precious.  James says you are in a world of suffering, Jesus suggests that you are “twined” 

with your higher self and will be guided through it and not be abandoned.  Without this 

experience, it is implied that humans cannot be ready to do their future work.  From the Divine 

perspective, humanity is being prepared by future work and that without this experience , one 

could not do what is needed. 

In doing this week, there is an article by David Brooks that speaks to this.  For tomorrow, read 

his article, “What Suffering Does” and consider the questions for reflection from the Letter of 

James (below): 

Questions for Self-Reflection II 

The Wisdom of Ya’akov 

 

1. What is it like (internally and from the inside) to be a human being? Describe “us”. 

2. What are the basic operating instructions for being human? If there was a manual of 

instruction that came from the manufacturer for how to be a human, what would it say? 

3. When humans “go astray” (misfire, break down, or do not follow their basic functioning) 

what does it look like? 

4. Where is that manual, do you think? 

5. Describe a fully functioning human being?  

6. What is your definition of completeness? 

 

Evening Meditation: 

New Chant inspired by a poem by Yunus Emre :   “If the Beloved One causes you to weep, know 

that you will laugh again in joy someday.” 

O Sorrowful one, why is your heart so troubled?  Why do you go around in sorrow and in tears?    

“If the Beloved One causes you to weep, know that you will laugh again in joy someday.” 



 

So many from our world have been brought here, into this land of grief, but they have always 

migrated back towards home again. 

“If the Beloved One causes you to weep, know that you will laugh again in joy someday.” 

 

This suffering is a dear, dear friend and companion, when our sighs and tears rise up, the divine 

gifts of love and kindness flow down,  

“If the Beloved One causes you to weep, know that you will laugh again in joy someday.” 

 

So in whatever place you are, turn your face to the truth, Remember forever God’s Name, who 

tests all who are favored with trials, 

“If the Beloved One causes you to weep, know that you will laugh again in joy someday.” 

 

Your head cannot be what stays in love or your tears will flow only with blood, It is your heart 

and your soul that must finally open to God. 

“If the Beloved One causes you to weep, know that you will laugh again in joy someday.” 

 

So many places to go, so many states of the soul, so many sites for the eyes to see, this journey 

will never end. 

“If the Beloved One causes you to weep, know that you will laugh again in joy someday.” 

**************************************************************************   

Evening  homework:  Read the article from David Brooks from The Opinion Pages|OP-ED 

COLUMNIST – NYT – APRIL 7, 2014 and consider your reaction and response.   

What Suffering Does - David Brooks 

Over the past few weeks, I’ve found myself in a bunch of conversations in which the unspoken 

assumption was that the main goal of life is to maximize happiness. That’s normal. When 

people plan for the future, they often talk about all the good times and good experiences they 

hope to have. We live in a culture awash in talk about happiness. In one three-month period last 

year, more than 1,000 books were released on Amazon on that subject. 

But notice this phenomenon. When people remember the past, they don’t only talk about 

happiness. It is often the ordeals that seem most significant. People shoot for happiness but feel 

formed through suffering. 

Now, of course, it should be said that there is nothing intrinsically ennobling about suffering. 

Just as failure is sometimes just failure (and not your path to becoming the next Steve Jobs) 

suffering is sometimes just destructive, to be exited as quickly as possible. 

http://www.nytimes.com/pages/opinion/index.html
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/opinion/editorialsandoped/oped/columnists/davidbrooks/index.html


But some people are clearly ennobled by it. Think of the way Franklin Roosevelt came back 

deeper and more empathetic after being struck with polio. Often, physical or social suffering can 

give people an outsider’s perspective, an attuned awareness of what other outsiders are 

enduring. 

But the big thing that suffering does is it takes you outside of precisely that logic that the 

happiness mentality encourages. Happiness wants you to think about maximizing your benefits. 

Difficulty and suffering sends you on a different course. 

First, suffering drags you deeper into yourself. The theologian Paul Tillich wrote that people who 

endure suffering are taken beneath the routines of life and find they are not who they believed 

themselves to be. The agony involved in, say, composing a great piece of music or the grief of 

having lost a loved one smashes through what they thought was the bottom floor of their 

personality, revealing an area below, and then it smashes through that floor revealing another 

area. 

Then, suffering gives people a more accurate sense of their own limitations, what they can 

control and cannot control. When people are thrust down into these deeper zones, they are 

forced to confront the fact they can’t determine what goes on there. Try as they might, they just 

can’t tell themselves to stop feeling pain, or to stop missing the one who has died or gone. And 

even when tranquility begins to come back, or in those moments when grief eases, it is not clear 

where the relief comes from. The healing process, too, feels as though it’s part of some natural 

or divine process beyond individual control. 

People in this circumstance often have the sense that they are swept up in some larger 

providence. Abraham Lincoln suffered through the pain of conducting a civil war, and he came 

out of that with the Second Inaugural. He emerged with this sense that there were deep 

currents of agony and redemption sweeping not just through him but through the nation as a 

whole, and that he was just an instrument for transcendent tasks. 

It’s at this point that people in the midst of difficulty begin to feel a call. They are not masters of 

the situation, but neither are they helpless. They can’t determine the course of their pain, but 

they can participate in responding to it. They often feel an overwhelming moral responsibility to 

respond well to it. People who seek this proper rejoinder to ordeal sense that they are at a 

deeper level than the level of happiness and individual utility. They don’t say, “Well, I’m feeling a 

lot of pain over the loss of my child. I should try to balance my hedonic account by going to a lot 

of parties and whooping it up.” 

The right response to this sort of pain is not pleasure. It’s holiness. I don’t even mean that in a 

purely religious sense. It means seeing life as a moral drama, placing the hard experiences in a 

moral context and trying to redeem something bad by turning it into something sacred. Parents 



who’ve lost a child start foundations. Lincoln sacrificed himself for the Union. Prisoners in the 

concentration camp with psychologist Viktor Frankl rededicated themselves to living up to the 

hopes and expectations of their loved ones, even though those loved ones might themselves 

already be dead. 

Recovering from suffering is not like recovering from a disease. Many people don’t come out 

healed; they come out different. They crash through the logic of individual utility and behave 

paradoxically. Instead of recoiling from the sorts of loving commitments that almost always 

involve suffering, they throw themselves more deeply into them. Even while experiencing the 

worst and most lacerating consequences, some people double down on vulnerability. They hurl 

themselves deeper and gratefully into their art, loved ones and commitments. 

The suffering involved in their tasks becomes a fearful gift and very different than that equal 

and other gift, happiness, conventionally defined. 

A version of this op-ed appears in print on April 8, 2014, on page A25 of the New York edition with the headline: 

What Suffering Does.  

 

Part II – Saturday a.m. 

Opening Meditation:   

Chant: “O Enlightened One” 

Holy Wisdom       

 The moment that sweet Sophia—Holy Wisdom—caught my eye 

      She washed away my thoughts  

and has become my heart’s companion.  

So now I am her slave— 

my heart and my soul belong to her. 

      and they struggle daily to be with her. 

Wherever I look it is Her that I see 

      in Winter and Spring,  

in Summer and Fall she surrounds me. 

 

All wisdom comes from knowing her 

      and that wisdom means knowing myself 

            who I really am. 

      and where I came from— 

            what is my Source 

      and what I am doing here 



            in space and time 

      and where I am going, 

            to what ultimate destiny does she lead me? 

 

If we are not learning the answers to these questions, 

      we have not been listening to her voice. 

And without her voice what is the purpose of religion and piety 

      and of reading all the holy books? 

It is true, I am no Elijah or Elisha, 

      and sometimes I’ve made a mess of things; 

And yet, like Elijah, however little I ate and drank,  

      still I was well fed. 

 

The whole universe has her love, her affection inside it. 

      And without this deep, deep love, faith hardens into stone. 

But since the fire of her love touches everything and everyone, 

      it touches me, it touches you  

and it ripens us into our perfection. 

But with her love, her affection, we are welcomed  

 into the single heart of divine love,  

and the perfect body of humanity. 

 --inspired by Yunus Emr, Adapted by L Bauman (2014) 

 

Chant:  “Holy Heiress, Divine Desire, lead me to the One who is higher than I” 

We begin to explore the Wisdom of Ya’akov, the brother of Yeshua.  This is practical wisdom 

applicable to life in this world.  There is suffering in this world, the world is chaotic because we 

by definition live in a world of opposites.  Sometimes these opposites complement, sometimes 

they clash.  We have these opposites with in us.   

Both Buddhism and Judaism struggle with this question.  Buddhism complements the Jewish 

world, sort of like yin and yang. The Jewish world as it unfolds into Christianity, and Christianity 

into Islam, sees that suffering is productive, it is positive.  The article for evening homework 

suggested that suffering takes us within oneself so we can realize that happiness is deeper than 

external implications.   Suffering helps us go deeper.  Until we suffer we do not deeply 

understand true happiness.   

We may not be able to heal from suffering but we can be transformed by it.  Suffering can 

create a “holy being” turning the experience into sacredness of life.   



Deep suffering and deep happiness are in complementary opposites and yet are unified in the 

experience of life in the horizontal plane.  True joy is the understanding of suffering and the 

presence of deep happiness.  It is easy to use the word “happiness” in a shallow way.  Suffering 

drives it down into the depths of who we are. 

We are sensible beings and with awareness comes pain.  But, this can be transmuted into joy.  

In essence pain can kill joy but joy can also kill pain.      

 There is “something” within us that calls us deeper, calling us into this experience, to 

experience it deeply, as part of the awakening of the soul.  

Wonder if it is, as this text suggest, the Divine’s will for us to engage and encounter this most 

difficult but necessarily deepening experience? 

To paraphrase Rumi, “bring it on, bring it on”.   A deep acceptance of suffering and pain is 

rooted in a stance toward compassion and transformation allowing one to see reality from a 

deeper perspective, allowing you able to hold life in a different way.  This is rooted in a very 

Jewish understanding for the world. 

It is often hard to see how suffering can be joyful.  However, having traveled through the 

transformative process, there is a deeper appreciation and a deeper vessel within to hold this. 

The article is striking in that it addresses the idea that when we are in the middle of suffering, 

we become more attune to compassion.  We are able to embrace a deeper understanding of 

another’s suffering, it helps us develop compassion and become in “right relationship” to those 

around us. 

Part of the suffering helps me recognize when I am out of alignment and “off track”.       

Paul Tillich suggests that when we are at the depths, the work is “ugly” but then we are 

“struck” by Grace and we know we are accepted.  But, until we are in this place of acceptance 

one cannot have the ability to receive this Divine unfolding and Love. 

When you are with someone who is suffering and in a place of honesty, deeper relationship is 

possible, collapsing the walls that appear to separate us. 

Suffering breaks down the ego.  In this breaking down, deconstruction of the ego allows us to 

reconstruct in a way that the Divine, the Self which is higher than I, can manifest. When we 

realize we are not in control, we are able to move into the gift that we are “not in control” and 

move forward. 

The experience can be transcendent, opening the life experience, making it broader, wider and 

deeper.  Suffering necessarily deconstructs the ego so that it can be reconstructed into 



something Larger.  When we are fully aware that we are not in control, the Grace we feel is 

through circumstances that are beyond our control, forcing us to stay in the moment but 

enabling to look “back” and see how the pieces fit together.  In every tradition this Wisdom 

exists, dating back to ancient times, including ancient Greek culture.  Suffering can “break us 

open”. 

This demonstrated the practice of Wisdom in the ancient traditions; we are talking about 

learning Wisdom.  In the Tradition, part of the wisdom practice is living into the real, the world, 

in the woof and weave of everyday life.    The strands of the prophetic, of a mystical experience 

of the Divine and of a practical way of being in the world are included in the tradition.  The 

Gospel of James is a treasure trove of wisdom out of this tradition.     

Reading from Chapter 1:2-8.  This is packed with wisdom and insight.  What would you say is 

the goal of suffering according to this paragraph?  This text suggests “A whole and complete 

being lacking nothing” in other words, “a unified being”. 

Here is a Jewish Image of a whole and complete being (Solomon’s Seal). This image becomes 

very important.  In the background is an undivided heart, which is stable.  Stability allows, is the 

result of, a complete wholeness.  Without this experience, we cannot become complete.  It 

takes the fire of suffering, the alchemy of suffering, to become whole and complete. 

This is, in essence, a mandala.  The image is multi-dimensional and ever evolving.   



 



There are three qualities that are necessary:  faithfulness, perseverance, and patient 

endurance.  What is created in the soul according to this tradition are qualities that would not 

be there without it.  Only in being in space-time can one experience this, it is not possible to do 

so anywhere else in the Universe. 

Faithfulness is being “full of faith”, always there, an unconditional love.  This quality is dense 

with aspects of depth.  Then, there is the idea of “perseverance”, not giving up.  This is the sign 

of an older soul, one who has sailed against the wind.  Only after one has “hit the wall” does 

one go around, over or “through” the wall.  What is “patient endurance”?  This is  an 

acceptance over time, the possibility of being accepted over a long period of time.  There is an 

underlying trust that “all is well” and that something bigger is at work, the process has to be 

trusted. 

As we go forward, the definition of what is being created in the ascending triangle (human 

meeting the Divine) and the descending triangle (The Divine meeting humanity).  It will 

continue to develop with additional characteristics added to the image. 

The internal pyramid, reflecting humanity’s journey, can be broken into three sections.  The top 

of the pyramid can be considered “faithfulness (F)”.  The bottom right hand corner is 

“perseverance (P)” and the opposite lower corner is “patient endurance (PE)”.  These unfold 

over time moving into acceptance and trust over an extended period of time.  In the text, 

hesitation and doubt are the opposite of “trusting” that the Source is at work and engaged.  

When these three are present, a “true human being” comes into the being. 

How does Ya’akov define God?  God is “generous (G)”, “self-giving (SG)”, “ungrudging (UNG)” 

and not reserved.  These are just the beginning definitions of God.  In modern Christianity we 

are more familiar with these images although the CONVENTIONAL view in the ancient Jewish 

world was described as jealous, stingy, judgmental, angry, vindictive and punitive.   

In a complete being, there is a stable heart.  God is not “testing” us but allowing us to enter into 

time-space so that we enter the “laboratory”.  Without this, it is simply theory and not real.  

This “lab experience” allows us to experience these qualities and develop an open heart. One 

must experience suffering otherwise you cannot truly understand GRACE.  You won’t truly get 

“it” until you have experienced this.  This is not a theoretical study, it is a practical one.   James 

experienced, watching his brother die as well as his own stoning in 62 CE. 

The divided heart is incomplete, not fully evolved.  Only one triangle is present and therefore 

there is instability.  What is the difference between a complete being and a stable being?  Are 

they the same or are they complementary?   



Surrounding the Seal of Solomon is a Heart.  Normally, we are not awakened nor enlightened 

and experience a divided heart.  The divided heart is incomplete, the two triangles do not 

overlap and it is unstable.   

Contrarily, one of the fundamental ideas of Jesus is a “unified heart”.  God’s heart and my heart 

are one.  Rarely do we recognize that I am united to the Divine.  Only if I am aware that God’s 

heart is actually mine, can we become aware that it is the same heart and we are not separate.  

The “heart” of The Source and the individual are overlapping, unified.  In this state, one knows 

their unity with the Divine Reality is present, here and now as part of the inner experience.  

Suffering, instability can push us down through the layers of one’s own soul into the Core of 

Being.   

This image is a great meditation piece.  This brilliant star formation reflects Light, representing 

the evolvement of the human so that it becomes both reflective and a source of Light.  This is a 

mandala, it is multidimensional, and it is turning.  Which way is your life pointing (toward an 

earth- bound reality or toward the Divine)?    

Additionally, it is worth considering whether one tracks through space-time with the intellect, 

the emotions or with the will.  Understanding how one manages in the world is worth 

considering and working with.  There is a great deal of paradox in working with this image. 

This bronze statue is an image of Mother Wisdom common to the Hindu and Buddhist 

traditions.  She is the protector of Holy Wisdom from the Buddhist Tradition. She is holding in 

her hand a conch shell in her hand.  This conch shell from the Tibetan tradition is the image that 

“calls one to awakening.”  The call of the conch shell is the “voice of awakening. 

So the question is, that happened to Jesus, to Yeshua?  He heard the call to awaken.  It is clear it 

took 30 years of evolution to reach the place of awakening based on the Jewish-Christian 

perspective.  This is a Jewish “take”, not a Gentile nor New Testament understanding.  He 

became fully awake at his baptism when he was anointed by Spirit, consistent with a long line 

of Jewish thought.   He was super-saturated with Spirit at his baptism between Palestine and 

Trans-Jordan, he became fully awake and then was led into 40 days of testing in the desert.  

This contradicts the Western Christian tradition.  In the Alpha stream, the Jewish tradition, he 

became filled with Messianic consciousness in other words, one whose consciousness was open 

to the Divine, and “awakened” at the moment of Yeshua’s baptism.  From that moment on, he 

was called “Christ”, the Anointed One.  This is being shared with every other human being, this 

was not a private awakening, but public.  Philip calls this the “bridal chamber” experience 

where the marriage of the Divine and Humanity was consummated.  The divided heart was 

united,; humanity and the Divine became unified.  In the Jewish tradition, he was channeling 



the archetypal form of Anthropos. This is different than the Beta stream which believes that 

Jesus was “born God” 100% divine at birth. 

In Philip, there is a texts that Jesus died and then was resurrected, but in fact Jesus was 

resurrected (came fully alive) and then died.  This was a stable point of view in the earliest of 

the tradition.  In Mark, the first of the canonical texts, the story starts at Jesus’ baptism.  

Matthew indicates Jesus was Divine at birth.  The gospels we are familiar with repeatedly circle 

around to the idea that “Jesus died for our sins”.   

In the Jewish tradition, Jesus is “channeling” something; he is drawing from a Higher Source.  

John runs with this, Jesus was channeling the Logos.  In the Jewish world, Jesus was channeling 

the Bar-Enash, the archetypal of humanity. 

What does Jeshua see and teach as a result?  What he teaches in each stream is quite different, 

they often disagree.  From the Jewish perspective, he takes the shema which predates him.  

Jesus, “listen oh Israel the Lord your God is One God, and you shall love your neighbor as 

yourself. “  He starts with this basic statement and “drops through the floor” moving the 

understanding from just following the rules to taking this relationship to one of personal, to the 

level of the heart, out of the public domain to the personal, interiorized and experiential at the 

level of the heart. In the conventional view, this is understood as the people, the nation of 

Israel being in relationship.  But, in fact, Jesus calls one to having a deep inner experience of the 

Divine.  You, individual by individual, are to have a loving relationship where two become one, 

the divided becomes united, and “man” becomes united with the Source.  This is the basis of 

his teaching and understanding , the two become one, and the bridal chamber unites humanity 

with its Source.   When he is teaching this is the basis, there is nothing there about dying for 

your sins.  This is very different, very intimate and takes a person of heart to hear this.  THIS IS A 

PERSONAL EXPERIENCE, interiorizing the experience making it unique to the individual.   

With this, there is movement toward wholeness, completeness, Oneness, not divided.  Echod 

means no longer two but one.  In all great spiritual traditions – Hinduism, Buddhism, Arabic, 

Greek, Aramaic – the idea of a non-dualistic experience, of singularity underpins the spiritual 

concept.  Two share the same heart...monaxos in Greek.   This unified figure is called 

“uncompounded” or “pure” in Greek, Light filled and stable.  It may be that unification must 

occur before stability can be manifested. 

Jeshua believes that a “human” can turn in this direction.  We can choose to realign, to unite 

with this higher Self.  This idea is used in the Gospel of Thomas.  The idea that we are “damned” 

due to sin and separation is consistent with Western tradition.  But, resurrection (anastasis) 

calls us to stand-up (“I stood to my feet in the midst of the cosmos”, Thomas L28), to become a 

completed being to be single, whole and united.   



Our origin was single and whole, but we were still unformed (like a baby…not fully formed).  To 

go back to your origin means we come from an eternal point, but have incarnated in space-

time.  

In the big picture of Jewish tradition, we move from Adam Kadon (son of Adam) to Bar Enash 

(perfected human) so that humans as a whole are moving from their origin from Adam in 

paradise but have had to dip down into “the world” to become mature and then move back to 

the beginning point.  In Jewish thinking, the Angel of Humanity (Gabriel?) incarnates, complete 

at the beginning and at the ends, but in formation while incarnated.  Jesus shows us what a 

perfect human (Bar Enash) looks like. He woke up to that reality, as son of Adam, he woke up 

and evolved into the “perfect human”.   Ultimately, we all are in evolution.  Being in space-time 

helps us to experience, evolve, develop, mature and become able to be fruitful as a co-Creator.  

This is not easy but it is possible. 

Jesus very practically talks about the way you do this, the truth you live by, the practical 

application of how to do this in-the-world.  This is the “praxis” of Jesus, as summed up in the 

letter of James/Wisdom of Ya’akov.  This halakah says you do not have to die to do this, it is 

possible to do this in this place of incarnation. 

This way of understanding is both liberating and exciting.  Beta Christianity has a completely 

different take in this regard.  It took this understanding in a different direction.  There are major 

differences between Western (Beta) Christianity to Occidental (Alpha) and Jewish-Christianity.   

To start with the Western view, there is a focus on what one “believes” and we are “saved” 

from our sins by Jesus’ sacrifice.  Having “faith” is the key. 

BETA 
Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and you shall be saved (Acts 16:31) 

Jesus was the unique and only Son of God from his birth and was born of a virgin in whom God became 

incarnate in human flesh. 
Jesus was sent to earth from heaven as the second person of the Trinity to save humanity from their sins 

and shield us from the just and eternal wrath of God before whom we were judged eternally as unworthy. 

Jesus was sinless from the beginning and because of his innocence, his blood was able to pay for (or be 

a ransom for) the sins of the whole world. In this way God also accepted an innocent sacrifice for sin as 
an appeasement for his own wrath. 

Jesus' primary mission was to be the Savior of the world, saving us and setting us free from our sins. He 

came, therefore, to earth to die for lost humanity, rescuing us from eternal death and damnation and 
making us right with God. He died on the cross as the only sacrifice that could atone for the whole world. 

Because of his innocence (or sinless) Jesus never had the normal desires and inclinations that plague the 

rest of humanity. He identified with us but was able to remain free from sin and stay in perfect contact 

with God throughout his entire life. 
Because humans are intrinsically evil and permeated by original sin from the Fall, Jesus offered his 

students a path of repentance (metanoia) from sin and taught us how to come to God the Father, 

mediating a path for us through his own unique access to God. Salvation is attained by strict adherence to 
right belief and doctrine. Through faith in him and belief in his Name and by obedience to the teachings 



of the Bible and the Church, salvation is given to a narrowly limited portion of humanity constituting the 

faithful. 
His resurrection and ascension after death allowed Jesus to return to heaven where he was restored back 

into the fellowship and mysteries of the Holy Trinity: Father, Son and Holy Spirit. 

The primary spokespersons for this interpretation of Jesus’ mission were his student John, and a later 

Apostle, Paul, who began a new religion called Christianity different from the old religion of Judaism 
which he offered to the whole gentile world. Its purpose was to become the universal church which would 

redeem and restore the cosmic order. 

Final salvation awaits God’s future judgment in an apocalyptic end of history and the second coming of 
Christ as judge. 

 

There is a tension between Wesleyan, Calvinist and Roman Catholic views.  In the Wesleyan 

view, you can lose your salvation, in Calvin’s view, “once saved; always saved”.  In the Catholic 

tradition, confess your sins, do penance and all will be forgiven.  

 

The split between the two streams began early but by the third century it was clearly delineated.  

Irenaeus (early second century) stated that Jewish Christians (Alpha) were heretics.   It is 

important to realize there were many competitive views, numerous streams and it was not until 

Constantine the Great insisted that there be a unifying structure.  At this point, in the third 

century, it was sorted out and the Beta stream became was the “orthodox” view.   

 

In post-modern time, the only stream that is known is that of the Beta stream, no church of Alpha 

Christianity remains.  However, many modern Jews such as Lawrence Kushner, David Cooper, 

Rabbi Arthur Greene, Rabbi Rami Shapiro, and Rabbi Daniel Boyarin are aware of the deep 

tradition of Jesus and his prophetic presence.   

 

One might consider the Alpha stream as “Wisdom Christianity” while Beta might be 

characterized as “Dogma Christianity”. 

 

ALPHA (Jewish Christianity) 
Blessed are the pure in heart 

for they shall see God (Matthew 5:8) 

Yeshua was born humble and human and through the struggle of trial and error he grew in wisdom and 

became fully awake (spiritually enlightened). 

Yeshua’s mission offering a path of reorientation (metanoia), restoration, and awakening began at his 
baptism. There he was anointed with Spirit becoming the messianic messenger of another kind of 

Kingdom.  This is a different understanding of repentance (metanoia) than Beta stream. 

Through practices of inner awakening, Yeshua became aware within his heart, of his own deep and 
intimate relationship with God as Abba.  He did not know this starting out, but grew into this through his 

interior practice. 

His interior practice was to awaken the heart through interior prayer and communion with Abba, the 

Source.  The process of inner awakening and reorientation also involved feeding the heart with the divine 
qualities of love, light and truth.  You too can become awake but taking time to go into the “chamber”. 

The goal of Yeshua’s message of awakening to original goodness was the transformation of human 

beings toward a completed (or perfected) form so that we could become Single, Whole, or One. That 
Oneness (or singleness) would also bring each person into unity and intimacy with the Source. Such 



union was the power behind Yeshua’s insights and healing ministry.  The focus is awakening to 

“original goodness” NOT a focus on “original sin”.  These are differences in where we begin.  The 
Torah says that we start “good”.  This does not mean we do not get muddied and scraped in the 

journey, but we have the option to return to the Source. 

Yeshua’s death was an act of self-sacrifice, a complete self-giving that demonstrated how death at level 

of the ego allows the soul to rise (or stand resurrected) and connect to a new, higher level of Reality, 
which is the True Self of all humanity and of every human being.  This is an image of ULTIMATE self-

giving.  

The primary spokespersons for this way of understanding Yeshua’s message were his brother Ya’akov 
(James) and his student, Thomas. They laid the foundations for Alpha or Wisdom Christianity. 

Yeshua’s original movement was a form of Jewish wisdom renewed within the traditional practices of 

interiorized Judaism. Based both upon Halakah(spiritual practices for daily life) and a visionary seeing 
or understanding of the cosmos, it offered humanity a path forward to spiritual realization.  “one is 

worried about the outside of the cup… not the inside of the cup...” Sometimes we become slowly awake, 

we do not always get is right away.  But, to realize it there are exercises to help with this awakening. 

In addition, Yeshua’s insights and movement were also a part of the prophetic stream of Jewish 
Enlightenment from the Axial Age, as well as an expression of its numinous and angelic revelations 

concerning the experience of ascent and descent mysticism.  Jeshua was drawing from the prophetic and 

the sapiential/mystical traditions for Judaism.  “Mother Wisdom birthed you”.  You too can have this 
same experience, it is not for the prophets only. 

Alpha or Wisdom Christianity taught that through the divine Presence immanent in all things, the 

climax of human history would result in a new heaven and earth where the human and the divine would 
dwell together in perfect unity.  This is THE Good News! 

  



We have to keep reminding ourselves of this “good news” because we are swamped by the Beta 

stream of belief for 2000 years.  If you ask “what is Christianity?”  it will sound like the Beta 

stream with its belief in Jesus as perfect God at birth, who died for one’s sins.  The Beta stream 

is dogmatic, claimed as “orthodox” and will attempt to stamp out a different way of 

understanding of Jesus.  With modern scholarship and based to some degree with the recovery of 

ancient documents, there is a new and deeper understanding of the Alpha stream.  Samuel 

Zinner’s text, The Gospel of Thomas, is a good example of this modern scholarship.   

 

The prayer in the Garden of Gethsemane illustrates the self-sacrifice, the self-emptying of Jesus.  

His life (and death) reflects the reality that space-time is part of the path but it is not the ultimate 

destination.  Marcus Borg’s view of the pre-Easter and post-Easter Jesus also provides a way of 

understanding the differences.  When one considers who shaped the West’s understanding of 

Jesus, it was Paul and Paul wrote of the post-Easter Jesus.  He was not interested in the pre-

Easter Jesus, having never met him. 

 

Today, in Western Beta systematic atonement theology, there are three approaches: 

First, the belief in the appeasement of God, through the sacrifice of Jesus who was innocent. 

Secondly, Jesus paid the Devil with his life, so that we can escape his clutches, we were 

ransomed.  

Finally, Jesus is the model of what it is like to be free, he is the example. 

 

Afternoon Meditation: 

 

Chant:  Ocean of love and goodness, change me into your Image 

 

Reading:  Oh beloved one, your love is like fire, and that fire has set the ocean of my heart 

ablaze.  It boils and it boils away and what comes to its surface is your miracle.   

 

A hundred thousand like Yeshua, like Moses, like Rumi, like the Prophet have swum in the ocean 

of your love.  So, so, let this servant learn how to swim. 

 

But, let me remember always that your ocean is bottomless so that I am never surprised when I 

go down, and down, and down. 

 

In the ocean of your love it is easy for an untrained eye to mistake a pearl for a bead or a babble 

and then to sell it for almost nothing. 

 

So, let me be careful and aware. 

 

Whomever does not see the face of the Friend openly in this world wanders through it aimlessly 



and unawares 

   

And in that wandering, your eternal word Oh Beloved One bounces off the loveless like an echo  

bounces of stone. 

 

To whomever you say, You, You are mine.  You give the reality of your love 

And whomever has just one atom of that Love has the realness of you inside of them. 

 

Some folks say, well, sorry, you are just too old to be a lover, I say yes that’s true 

but I serve a Master whose face is its mirror and whose love is always available, and it is always 

so fresh and so new. 

 

So let me learn how to be a Lover, like Yeshua, like Rumi, like Moses, like the Prophet who have 

swum in the ocean of your love, let this servant also learn how to swim. 

 

As we begin, we are going to do a lot of different things.    

 

This brief summary of Alpha-Beta Christianity gives us a new way of speaking, of thinking and 

of trying to contrast the two forms.   The Alpha form existed beautifully for a thousand years in 

the East.  This form was remarkable and even today one finds the remains of the Alpha stream in 

the Beta Christianity of modern India.  It is also possible to find churches in India that more 

purely reflects the Alpha stream, in fact, for 300 years many Indians lived a Jewish converts, 

(Mar Thoma Christians from Kerala, India).  What we lost in the West, they kept in the East.  In 

these churches both Christian and Hindu imagery and iconography were blended.   

 

Modern day scholars and wisdom seekers have been trying to piece back together through this 

history. 

 

In Beta Christianity, the Eucharist was sacrificial-oriented to redeem one from sin.  In the Alpha 

stream, the Divine’s generosity was so generous to give its own Life, God ”transfused” the 

world.  It was not a blood sacrifice for sin but the generosity of the Divine to pour Itself into the 

world encouraging us to do the same.   

 

How did the Alpha stream interpret the “three days” in the grave?  Recommended reading of the 

Meaning of Mary Magdalene by Cynthia Bourgeault.  In one interpretation, you can understand 

this as a mythological image of being “out of the zone”, separated from the Divine.  The Alpha 

stream says you can be liberated at any time, on the Beta side, based on the teaching of 

Augustine, the “doors to help” are always locked.    In other words, if you take the idea that 

humans make a lateral transfer at death, they have not dealt with their “issues”, when they get to 

the “other side” they will need to deal with their issues still.  In Beta stream, there is no 



opportunity to do this.  This was not a place God would “send you”, it is the only place one 

would be comfortable because that is all they were familiar with and the only place they can 

effectively relate to.   

 

This material provides the BASIC core of Alpha-Beta but there is more material that can be 

addressed and considered.  Because we have been raised in the Beta tradition, but are trying to 

understand the Alpha stream that maybe speaks to us deeply.  The question is, if Jesus was Torah 

observant and Jesus said that he was incarnated to bring the Torah to fruition, what does that 

mean?  What is the operating manual for humans?  How Jewish do Gentile followers of Jesus 

have to become.  The original answer was “yes” but then Paul said “no”, this was a major 

challenge for early Christianity.  

 

So how did Alpha Christianity evolve and what did that start to look like?  What about the 

tension between the Pharisees and Jesus? It was really about living  God’s wisdom from the 

inside out, not just following the rules to “follow the rules”.  In the ancient world, the Pharisees 

were the liberals (e.g., they believed in the resurrection, in angels as well as in the holy scriptures 

including the wisdom and prophetic texts) and the Sadducees were the “conservatives”.  Some of 

the Sadducees cooperated with the Romans; they ran the Temple and were perceived by many 

Jews as traitors.  The Essenes separated themselves from both Sadducees and Pharisees, focusing 

on the rules and the purity laws.  Although Jesus was likely exposed to the Essenes, he did not 

ascribe to their understanding of holiness either.   

 

James turns traditional Judaism on its head, not mystical Judaism.    

 

James 1:9-12. This reading goes hand-in-hand with v. 1-8.  These statements are a commentary 

on the first paragraph. 

 

Look at James 2:5-8, here you have the term “poor ones”, this is a technical term.  This could be 

translated as “poor in spirit”, one finds this in Luke, “blessed are the poor”.  This  translated as 

“Ebionites” which was a group of Jews who ascribed that poverty was in fact a blessing and did 

not reflect God’s disfavor.  The reading is radical within the conventional Jewish view which 

suggests that if you are rich, God loves you the “best” and you have been following the rules 

(Psalm 1).  But, if you are poor, God put you where you were supposed to be.  In this view, if 

you walked with sinners and the poor then you were not in God’s favor.  In this context, the 

interpretation of Psalm 1 is wrong, it is James’ and Jesus’ teaching that being poor is not 

necessarily a reflection of one’s disfavor with God.   

 

One might look at Chapter 2:5-8 and the term “poor ones” to better understand this.  The earliest 

Jewish Christians turned their back on traditional Jew belief.  James suggests that the poor may 

be the “richest” people on the earth; this was in direct contradiction with the traditional Jewish 



understanding.  The earliest Jewish-Christian were willing to accept material poverty to draw to 

themselves spiritual wealth.   

 

The next paragraph has a strong parallel to Buddhism’s insistence that one meditate on “death”.  

In Hinduism, one meditation is to meditate on a corpse to allow one to realize how temporary the 

material world is and that real meaning is beyond the material world. These are opportunities to 

meditate on the concept that all the material richness does not ensure a stable heart. 

 

James calls this the inner state of “ultimate happiness”, “blessed are…” or makarios (also known 

as bliss in the Buddhist tradition) points to an inner state of joy and happiness.  This state is not 

focused nor influenced by the external environment but it is about the internal state.  It is 

possible to have life which is not biological (bios) but spiritual, divine life (zoe) in its essence.   

 

The focus is on “interiorized Judaism” and how to live it.  There is also the idea of being in 

“right relationship” with your Master, with Yeshua, then you experience “real life” at the “crown 

chakra”.  If you are loving relationship with your Master, then you experience zoe.   

 

Small Group Discussion of Questions for Self Reflection II:  What is like to be a real human 

being  focusing on the following questions: 

1. What is it like (internally and from the inside) to be a human being? Describe us. 

2. What is the basic operating instructions for being human? If there was a manual of 

instruction that came from the manufacturer for how to be a human, what would it say? 

3. When humans “go astray” (misfire, break down, or do not follow their basic functioning) 

what does it look like? 

4. Where is that manual, do you think? 

5. Describe a fully functioning human being?  

6. What is your definition of completeness? 

 

Would you not agree that in Western Christianity the main focus is on “sin”?  What does 

Western Christianity say the “problem” is?  Sin (hamartia), which is an archery term that means 

that one aims at the target but the arrow does not quite hit the mark, it just does not make it. 

 

What is the standard answer in Beta Christianity regarding the “operating manual”?  First, what 

is the condition of humanity according to the Beta stream?  In Beta, we are all “fallen”.  We are 

all “lemons”, all flawed, we do not function properly.  As a result, we are sinners.  This is known 

as the doctrine of original sin, you are born flawed.  You came out of the process as “bad 

product”, we are conceived in sin (“in sin my mother conceived me”).  This underpins some 

streams of Judaism.  The sacrificial system in Judaism reinforced this belief structure.   

Paul chose this stream to explain Jesus life and death (Roman 5:17-19, 6:12).  Adam is the single 

reason for the fall of humanity making us all sinners.  And, therefore one man’s righteousness 



(Jesus) is the sole way to reconciliation.  In Jesus you could have life.    In Romans 6:12, sin is 

inherent in our mortal body.  In Beta Christianity, one man sinned and this flaw has passed to all 

of humanity.  This is consistent with one stream of Judaism, that of the sacrificial system.  Paul 

chose this system and integrated into his theological understanding.  There are some problems in 

both logic and in history.  Does the body really cause sin?  Is one created and born filled with 

sin? Yet, Jesus was part of the wisdom stream was the alternate stream of Judaism, that of the 

Old Testament prophets. 

 

Would you agree that humans “misfire”?  Yes.  And, Buddhism also misfire, suggesting we miss 

our full potential because we are not “awake”. It is not because they were flawed from the 

beginning.   In the next section, we have an answer that we are not born in sin but that we miss 

the mark because of certain other things.   

 

James 1:13-18:    Notice the birth images – that of the gestation period that leads to missing the 

mark, everything breaks down, and death results.  Contrarily, the whole purpose of testing in a 

way is to bring about a new creation.  These tests and trials are part of your experience on your 

life on earth.  Trials test you.  In James’ view, we miss the mark; miss our potential because we 

are being tested.   

 

In the Beta form, either the Devil is tempting us OR God is presenting a trial to see what you will 

do and if you are dealing with the sin in your life.  This is the story of Job in the Old Testament.   

 

James says this is not true, he says we tempt ourselves through “epithomia” (Greek) which could 

be translated “a head-long rush into something”.  When we rush out of our own desires into 

something and are hell-bent to do this, we end up making a mess of things.  This head-long rush 

to fulfill egoic desires “gestates” and then boils over. James later talks about rushing to anger, a 

rushing to judgment and allowing our ego-driven preferences to dictate behavior.  A concrete 

example of this is speaking in anger – this can be countered by one watching/observing/being 

mindful of one’s actions and thoughts.  This is also very Buddhist precept and way of thinking 

about it.   

 

If our anger is allowed to gestate long enough, THEN it gives birth to “missing the mark”, we 

“sin”, we do not reach our full potential.  In Alpha Christianity, sin comes at the END of the 

process, not at the beginning if you let your egoic desires run wild.  This, in turn, gives birth to 

failure (to miss the mark).  It is not inherent in the body; it is not because one is a flawed being.  

James’ suggests that your desires push you; this gestates, and leads to collapse.   

 

In our New Testament, one can track the tension and real conflict between the Jewish Christians 

(including James and Peter) and the Gentile Christian community (including Paul).  This can be 

seen in the Book of Acts, many of Paul’s letters and the Letter of James. 



 

In Gospel of Philip there is teaching about an adulterous relationship that separates us from our 

Source.  In the Gospel of Mary, Jesus says that there is no sin, we only bring it on ourselves. We 

are not born “in sin”.   

 

So, what are we born for?   

 

James 1:13-18, “God only gifts us with the Good…”  God is full of truth, God is good, God is 

perfect.  God is not giving original sin, God is giving, there is not alteration, God is consistent, 

God is loving and unchanging.  There is goodness, eternal and unchanging light.  This is to bring 

us into being, into fullness of being.  How would it be done?  He will give us truth.  The Koran 

says that God is always speaking the word, “be”, “become”.  The Divine is always working 

toward “wholeness” and the “first born fruits of creation”.  There is an underlying idea that there 

will be a “first crop” of humans to bring about the harvest although all will be brought into 

reconciliation.  This first crop will help bring about the full harvest. This concept is embedded in 

ancient Judaism and James picks this up…the suffering leads to the “first born” who lead the 

way and are in close coordination with God.  This is the reason this is such a wonderful teaching, 

the purpose of this difficulty is the creation of a “new race”. 

 

These first paragraphs begin this discussion. It is helpful to be aware of when one is “not 

working right”, not centered in the vertical plane and not living into one’s own potential.  This 

happens when one is motivated by ego-centered desires, then the machine shuts down. 

 

What is occurring is that we are beginning to be able to nuance ways The text suggest that one 

should guard the tongue, wake up, walk through this work in a different kind of way.  The whole 

point of the earth experience is not for God to make us fail, to tempt us, to pressure, etc.  The 

purpose is for us to become a new race of human beings.   

 

 

 

 

 


